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We report on experimental evidene of universality in ultraold
7
Li atoms' three-body reom-
bination loss in the viinity of a Feshbah resonane. We observe a reombination minimum and
an Emov resonane in regions of positive and negative sattering lengths, respetively, whih are
onneted through the pole of the Feshbah resonane. Both observed features lie deeply within the
range of validity of the universal theory and we nd that the relations between their properties, i.e.
widths and loations, are in an exellent agreement with the theoretial preditions.
Few-body physis is universal when inter-partile inter-
ations are insensitive to the mirosopi details of the
short-range interation potentials and an be harater-
ized by only one or few universal parameters [1℄. In the
limit of zero ollision energy the two-body interations
are determined by a single parameter, the s-wave satter-
ing length a. Universality requires a to greatly exeed the
two-body potential range. This an be ahieved by a res-
onant enhanement of a, yielding the appearane of the
peuliar quantum states known as quantum halos whose
wavefuntion aquires long-range properties and gives
rise to loosely bound states of size ∼ a [2℄. In the ase
of three interating bosons, universality means that the
three-body observables show log-periodi behavior that
depends only on the sattering length a and on a three-
body parameter whih serve as boundary onditions for
the short-range physis. Suh a behavior is assoiated
with so alled Emov physis. In a series of theoretial
papers Emov predited and haraterized an innite set
of weakly bound triatomi states (Emov trimers) whose
binding energies (in the limit of a→ ±∞) are related in
powers of a universal saling fator exp(−2pi/s0) ≈ 1/515
where s0 = 1.00624 [3, 4℄. Emov trimers resisted ex-
perimental observation for nearly 35 years remaining an
elusive and a long-term goal in a number of physial sys-
tems [2℄. Only reently they have been experimentally
disovered in a gas of ultraold esium atoms [5, 6℄.
Ultraold atoms provide an exellent playground to
study universality. The harateristi range of the two-
body interation potential r0, basially equivalent to the
van der Waals length r0 ≃ (mC6/16~
2)1/4 [7℄, usually
does not exeed 100a0, where a0 is the Bohr radius. The
sattering length a an be easily and preisely tuned
to muh higher values by means of Feshbah resonanes
whih are present in most of the ultraold atomi speies
[8℄. Emov physis is not revealed by diret observation
of Emov trimers but rather through their inuene on a
three-body observable - the reombination loss of atoms
from a trap. For positive sattering lengths eetive eld
theory predits log-periodi osillations of the loss rate
oeient with zeros as minima (for the ideal, zero energy
system) whih an be interpreted as destrutive interfer-
ene eets between two possible deay pathways [1, 9℄.
For negative sattering lengths the loss rate oeient
exhibits a resonane enhanement eah time an Emov
trimer state intersets with the ontinuum threshold. Po-
sitions of the minima and the maxima are expeted to be
universally related [1℄ when regions of negative and posi-
tive sattering lengths are onneted through a resonane
(a → ±∞). Despite the dramati suess in the exper-
imental demonstration of an Emov state in Ref. [5℄
diulties arose in mathing between the two regions of
universality, that of positive and negative a [5, 6℄. These
were twofold: rstly, the interferene minimum was ob-
served at a ≈ 210a0, only a fator of 2 higher than the
r0 for esium atoms and thus not stritly in the uni-
versal regime. Seondly, the two regions of universality
(a > 0 and a < 0) were onneted through a zero rossing
(a = 0) whih is a non-universal regime and thus ques-
tions the validity of the universal relation between them
[5, 10℄. In a more reent experiment on Emov physis
in ultraold
39
K atoms the two regions of a > 0 and
a < 0 were onneted through a resonane but still sig-
niant deviations from the universal relations have been
reported [11℄. These deviations were attributed to the in-
uene of details of the short-range interatomi potential.
Though signatures of Emov physis have been reently
observed in other ultraold atom systems [12, 13, 14℄ no
system has yet been able to answer the onditions in
whih universal relations ould be veried.
In this Letter we report on evidene of universal three-
body physis in ultraold
7
Li in the viinity of a Feshbah
resonane based on measurements of three body reom-
bination. We disuss the eetive range of the resonane
and show that it supports a wide region of universality
extended to tens of Gauss around the resonane enter.
A reombination loss minimum and an Emov resonane
are revealed in the a > 0 and a < 0 regions, respetively,
whih are onneted through the pole of the Feshbah
resonane. The observed features lie deeply within the
universal regime and verify the preditions of the univer-
sal theory regarding relations between their properties.
Compared to other atomi speies that are urrently
available for laser ooling tehniques, lithium has the
smallest range of van der Waals potential, r0 ≈ 31a0.
In addition, a number of Feshbah resonanes available
2for dierent Zeeman sublevels of the |F = 1〉 hyperne
state makes
7
Li an appropriate andidate for study of
Emov physis. In this experiment we work with a spin
polarized sample in the |F = 1,mF = 0〉 state, whih is
the one but lowest Zeeman state [15℄. In priniple, two-
body losses are possible from this state however they are
not large as ould be the ase for heavier atoms. For
instane
133
Cs experienes large dipolar losses aused by
the seond-order spin-orbit interation [16℄. We alu-
lated the dipolar relaxation rate oeients as a funtion
of magneti eld via a oupled-hannels alulation by
using reent interation potentials [17℄ and found them
to be ∼ 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the orre-
sponding measured rate oeients, if the experimental
losses were treated as purely two-body related. More-
over, the eld-dependent prole of the alulated rates is
also qualitatively very dierent from the observed rates.
As a result, we an exlude two-body losses and deter-
mine that the loss proesses in the region of interest are
related to three-body reombination.
The |F = 1,mF = 0〉 state possesses two Feshbah
resonanes, a narrow and a wide one, whih we experi-
mentally detet by atom loss measurement at 845.8(7) G
and 894.2(7) G, respetively. The position of the wide
resonane is independently measured at 894.63(24) G by
moleule assoiation tehnique [18℄. These positions are
in agreement with theory within the unertainty of the
magneti eld alibration (±0.5%) [15℄. In Fig. 1, two
ollision properties are shown as a funtion of magneti
eld: the sattering length a and the eetive range Re.
These quantities are extrated from the sattering phase
shift δ(k) at small relative wavenumbers k by using the
eetive range expansion k cot δ(k) = −1/a+Rek
2/2 [19℄.
The region of universality strongly depends on the
width of the Feshbah resonane whih is inversely pro-
portional to the eetive range lose to the resonane's
enter [20, 21℄. As a measure for the inuene of the
eetive range, the resonane strength sres = 2r0/|Re|
has been introdued [8, 22℄. In this way a narrow or
"losed-hannel dominated" resonane is haraterized
by sres ≪ 1 and has a very narrow region of universality,
for whih |a| ≫ |Re|. In this ase, Re omes on a similar
footing as and in addition to the three-body parameter to
determine the short-range physis [20, 23℄. In ontrary,
a wide or "open-hannel dominated" resonane is har-
aterized by sres ≫ 1. Here the universal region spans
over a broad range of magneti eld strengths for whih
a ≫ r0 and the sattering problem an be desribed in
terms of an eetive single-hannel model [8℄.
The eetive range is very large in the viinity of the
narrow resonane whih signies its "lose-hannel dom-
inated" harater while around the wide resonane the
eetive range is small and rosses zero near the pole of
the resonane (Fig. 1). This is a lear demonstration of
an "open-hannel dominated" resonane whih expets
to provide a wide region of universality extended to tens
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Figure 1: The sattering length a (solid line) and the eetive
range Re (dashed line) as a funtion of magneti eld near the
two Feshbah resonanes of the |F = 1,mF = 0〉 state.
of Gauss around the resonane where sres(B) & 1.
In the experiment we perform measurements of three-
body reombination loss as a funtion of magneti eld
near the wide Feshbah resonane. Eah loss rate o-
eient is alulated from a t of a lifetime measure-
ment to the solution of the atom loss rate equation:
N˙ = −K3〈n
2〉N−ΓN , whereK3 and Γ are the three- and
single-body loss rates, respetively. Γ is determined in-
dependently by measuring a very long deay tail of a low
density sample. This simplied model does not inlude
eets suh as saturation of K3 to a maximal value Kmax
due to nite temperature (unitarity limit) [24℄, reombi-
nation heating and 'anti-evaporation' [25℄. The rst and
the seond eets an be negleted for K3 values whih
are muh smaller than Kmax. In our ase the highest
measured K3 values are at least an order of magnitude
smaller than Kmax and therefore this assumption is rea-
sonable. As for the latter, we treat the evolution of our
data to no more than ∼ 30% derease in atom num-
ber for whih 'anti-evaporation' is estimated to indue a
systemati error of ∼ 23% towards higher values of K3.
This eet is evaluated not to limit the auray of the
reported results.
Our experimental setup is desribed in details else-
where [15℄. In brief, we load atoms diretly from a
magneto-optial trap into a single-beam far-detuned op-
tial dipole trap and perform a preliminary fored evap-
oration at the wing of the narrow resonane at 824 G.
During a seond evaporation step we add a seond beam
whih intersets with the rst and the atoms are loaded
into a tightly onned rossed-beam dipole trap. A -
nal evaporation step is performed at a slightly higher
magneti eld of 832 G. Evaporation at this step an
proeed all the way to the Bose-Einstein Condensation
(BEC) threshold but it is interrupted before a degen-
eray is reahed. A transition to the magneti eld of
interest in whih a lifetime measurement will be taken is
performed in two main steps. The rst is a rapid hange
in magneti eld over the position of the Feshbah reso-
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Figure 2: Three-body loss oeient K3 is shown as a funtion of magneti eld and sattering length (insets). The solid lines
represent ttings to the analytial expressions of universal theory. The dashed lines represent the upper (lower) limit of K3 for
a > 0 (a < 0). The error bars onsist of two ontributions: the unertainty in temperature measurement (∼ 20%) whih aets
the estimated atom density and the tting error of the life-time measurement.
nane to avoid strong inelasti losses. The seond is an
adiabati approah to the target magneti eld. After
dierent waiting times the remaining atoms number is
determined by in-situ absorbtion imaging.
For measurements in the positive sattering lengths we
ut the evaporation at T ≈ 2 µK and ∼ 105 atoms with
peak density of ∼ 5 × 1012 m−3. We then shift rapidly
to a magneti eld of 858 G in less than 1 ms while ross-
ing the narrow resonane and wait for 500 ms to let the
system relax. Then we ramp the magneti eld in 25 ms
to 880 G, roughly in the enter of the region of interest,
and wait there for another 100 ms before the last move
to the nal magneti eld (in 5 ms) where the measure-
ments of lifetime and temperature are performed. For
the negative sattering lengths we ut the evaporation at
T ≈ 1 µK, just on the verge of a BEC. A fast jump is
then made to a magneti eld of 930 G, far beyond the
position of the wide resonane. After a relaxation time
we slowly move to 915 G and wait there again before a
last ramp to the nal magneti eld is performed.
For the treatment of three-body reombination loss
in the domain of universality we adopt the language
of Refs. [5, 6℄. The onvenient form to represent the
theoretially predited loss rate oeient is K3 =
3C±(a)~a
4/m where m is the atomi mass and where
± hints at the positive (+) or negative (-) region of the
sattering length. In that form an a4 dependene [26℄
is separated from the additional log-periodi behavior
C±(a) = C±(22.7a) whih reets the Emov physis
of innite series of weakly bound trimers. An eetive
eld theory provides analyti expressions for C±(a) that
we use in the form presented in Refs. [5, 6℄ to t our
experimental results. For a > 0, C+(a) inludes osilla-
tions on log sale between the maximum reombination
loss of C+(a) ∼ 70 and the minimum whih in an ideal
system an be vanishingly small [1℄. The minima are due
to destrutive interferene between two dierent path-
ways of three-body reombination loss [9℄. For a < 0,
C−(a) displays resonane behavior eah time an Emov
trimer state hits the ontinuum threshold. The free pa-
rameters of the theory are a± whih are onneted to the
unknown short range part of the eetive three-body po-
tential and η± whih desribe the unknown deay rate of
Emov states. Moreover, a− denes the resonane posi-
tion in the deay rate and η± are assumed to be equal.
Our experimental results are shown in Fig. 2. For pos-
itive sattering lengths we observe a pronouned min-
imum in the three-body reombination rate at a sat-
tering length of a ≈ 1160a0 whih is muh larger than
r0 and in that sense ours deep within the universal
region [27℄. The upper limit for universality, due to
nite temperature, is estimated to be at a ≈ 2800a0
(Kmax ≈ 6× 10
−21cm6/s) [24℄. Adjaent minima are ex-
peted at 1160a0/22.7 ≈ 50a0, whih is too lose to the
non-universal region, and at 1160a0 ·22.7 ≈ 26000a0, well
above the nite temperature limit. Our measurements
are tted remarkably well with the analytial expression
of C+(a) for a large range of sattering lengths as shown
by a solid line in Fig. 2. For lower sattering lengths
K3 saturates at ∼ 130a0 (870 G). Interestingly, it ours
when sres(B) ≈ 0.4 and it roughly orresponds to the po-
sition where the eetive range Re(B) starts to diverge
due to the presene of the sattering length's zero ross-
ing (see Fig. 1) and its absolute value is about the same as
that of the sattering length (Re(B = 870G) ≈ −170a0).
From the t we obtain a+ = 243(35)a0, η+ = 0.232(55).
The upper limit for the three body reombination rate
(dashed line in Fig. 2) is represented by C+(a) ≈ 54.7,
whih is smaller than the ommonly known value of
C+(a) ≈ 70 due to the relatively large value of η+.
4Measurements of three-body reombination rates for
negative sattering lengths reveal a region of signiant
enhanement of K3 as an expeted manifestation of an
Emov resonane (Fig. 2). We t our data with the an-
alyti expression of C−(a) (solid line) to obtain the po-
sition of the Emov resonane at a− = −264(11)a0 and
its width η− = 0.236(42). The resonane is observed
well within the universal regime with |a−| ≈ 8.5r0 and
far enough from the upper limit (due to the nite tem-
perature) whih is estimated as a ≈ −1500a0 (Kmax ≈
4×10−21cm6/s) [24℄. This limit prevents the observation
of the next Emov resonane at a ≈ −6000a0. The two
independent t parameters a+ and a− are predited to
obey the universal ratio a+/|a−| = 0.96(3) [1℄ and the
experiment yields a remarkably lose value of 0.92(14).
This seems like an observation of the long hunted uni-
versal behavior of a three-body observable in a physial
system with resonantly enhaned two-body interations.
In addition, the large width of the resonane, indiat-
ing short lifetimes of the Emov trimer, is in exellent
agreement with the theoretial assumption of η+ = η−.
For positive sattering lengths the Emov trimer is
expeted to interset with the atom-dimer threshold at
a∗ ≈ 1.1a+ [1℄. Theory predits that a∗ and a− of the
same trimer state are related as a− ≈ −22a∗ [1℄. This
means that if the observed resonane at a− indiates the
lowest state, the one expeted at a∗ indiates the rst
exited state as the lowest one beomes nonuniversal.
The determination of the Feshbah resonanes posi-
tions is important for the disussed tting proedure be-
ause it denes the value of the sattering length at a
given magneti eld. These positions were loated by
atom loss and moleule assoiation measurements with
an auray of < 1 G. Independently, we allow the posi-
tion of the wide resonane to be determined by the t-
ting proedure. For that purpose we rst t the oupled
hannels alulation of sattering length as a funtion
of magneti eld (shown in Fig. 1) with a formula that
inludes two nearby resonanes: a = abg(1 − ∆1/(B −
B1)−∆2/(B −B2)) where abg is a ommon bakground
sattering length and ∆1, B1, and ∆2, B2 are widths
and positions of the narrow and the wide resonanes, re-
spetively. We then introdue the result into the expres-
sions of C±(a) while substituting B with B − δB (δB
being a tting parameter). For a > 0 (a < 0) the tting
yields the position of the wide resonane at 894.65(11) G
(893.85(37) G). These two independent ts are in good
agreement with eah other as well as with the atom loss
and the moleule assoiation measurements.
It is interesting to note that the observed position of
the Emov resonane reveals the same numerial fator
|a−|/r0 ≈ 8.5 as in the experiments on
133
Cs [5℄ whih
may or may not be an aidental oinidene. It is also
interesting that while our results bare an agreement with
the universal theory, the results on
39
K show signiant
deviations from it [11℄. This might hint at an addi-
tional parameter to desribe the three-body physis of
39
K atoms, suh as the eetive range Re(B) that be-
omes more important for narrow Feshbah resonanes.
The absolute ground state of
7
Li also possesses a wide
Feshbah resonane aross whih Emov features are ex-
peted. If so, it would provide a possibility to test uni-
versality in dierent hannels of the same atomi system.
Reently evidene for universal four-body states related
to Emov trimers were reported [11, 28℄. Signatures of
these states are subjet for future researh.
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